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Devastating Effects of Migraine and Headaches

Most people consider headaches an annoying and painful- but pretty harmless health hazard. Repeated studies, however, have revealed a connection between serious headaches like migraine and an increased frequency of serious conditions such as Alzheimer’s, stroke and high blood pressure.
As technology advances, scientists can better study exactly what happens as a person experiences a migraine attack. And what’s revealed is frankly devastating. The conclusion is that migraines should not be treated; but rather, avoided by all means.
In today’s feature article, we’ll discuss exactly what happens with a migraine attack, the one single main cause for migraine and how it’s possible to avoid migraine and headache attacks all together, even if you’ve suffered for years. 
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Devastating Effects of Migraine and Headaches



Most people consider headaches an annoying and painful- but harmless health hazard. Repeated studies, however, have revealed a connection between serious headaches like migraine and an increased frequency of serious conditions such as Alzheimer’s, stroke and high blood pressure. As technology advances, scientists can better study exactly what happens as a person experiences a migraine attack. In addition, what is revealed is frankly devastating. The conclusion is that migraines should not be treated; but rather, avoided. In today’s feature article, we will discuss exactly what happens with a migraine attack, the one single main cause for migraine and how it is possible to avoid migraine and headache attacks all together, even if you have suffered for years.



Note that although not all headaches are considered migraine headache, the same exact function happens in the brain with all headaches. So if you have frequent headaches or suffer migraine with or without headaches please read on and make your comment below. Anyone who has ever experienced a migraine attack knows all too well how bad it feels. So instead of dwelling on that, let us look at what exactly happens in your body as the attack arises. You see, migraine is always caused by some kind of trigger or combination of triggers. Nobody knows exactly why these triggers cause migraines, but they act in some ways like allergy effect. What makes migraines extremely difficult to handle is that there is usually not one trigger that gets it going but a build-up of many triggers, often over a period of time. In addition, those triggers can be emotional as well as physical or visual. For example, a piece of chocolate may throw you into migraine attack when you are stressed but do nothing to you when you’re relaxed. Migraine and headaches happen as the arteries in the brain inhibit or reduce blood delivery to parts of the brain because of changes in dilation. Different types of migraine and headaches depend on where in the brain this inflammation happens. For short periods, your brain is experiencing mild stroke effects. To prevent permanent brain damage from the lack of blood delivery, the body expands the arteries, making the pressure even more severe and causing increased pain and migraine symptoms. Since your brain at some points can be starving for oxygen, the tissues closest to the main arteries steals most of the oxygen delivered, leaving parts deeper inside the brain deprived. This is not unlike the symptoms of small, mild strokes. This is the reason why migraine has been connected to the development of dementia and there is higher risk of severe stroke among people with migraine as well as connection to many other neuralogical diseases.



Since every single migraine attack acts as series of mini-strokes on the brain and causes minor brain damage, scientists now warn that the main object should not just to treat the pain from migraine but to try to avoid it altogether to prevent more serious diseases down the road. Unfortunately, the traditional medicine system has been unable to come up with effective medications to prevent migraine. In addition, in fact, many drugs, such as high blood pressure and cholesterol drugs, can cause migraine attacks as side effects. It is therefore important (as with all diseases) to look at the underlying cause of migraine instead of focusing on the symptoms. Emotional stress is a major trigger for migraine and headache. Who hasn’t experienced a migraine hitting on the exact day when you just could not afford to be sidelined with a migraine? This is why migraine is more common among people suffering high blood pressure and why mind body exercises such as yoga, meditation, biofeedback and our high blood pressure exercise program have been proven to help tremendously with migraine sufferers. What you eat is even more important than how you feel regarding triggering migraine. You probably already know about some types of foods that you simply cannot eat without paying for it. When isolating a trigger food, it is recommended to take out of your diet pretty much everything except basic, unprocessed foods for a week. Then little by little add back in different foods and see how they affect you. However, this can be very complicated because foods may not trigger migraine unless taken in combination with other triggers. I’ve found the single most important migraine trigger to be oxygen deprivation in the first place. This is the reason why migraine is more common among those suffering sleep apnea, for example. It’s also more common in cities with low or compromised oxygen levels. Oxygen deprivation triggers the inflammation in the brain that then again causes more oxygen deprivation.



Oxygen therapy (where people breathe oxygen from a tank) has been proven as a somewhat helpful method to treat migraine. The problem with oxygen therapy, however, is that it isn’t as effective once your migraine attack has started. It also does not guarantee that the oxygen inhaled is actually delivered to the brain. Tackling migraine and headaches, it is important to address all above triggers (emotional, diet and oxygen) and eliminate them systematically. I have set up a system to do that in my very successful migraine and headache program. Learn more about that here4
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3 Easy Ways to Cure Headaches and Migraine 

Migraines and headache disorders are among some of the costliest conditions in the US. The debilitating bouts interfere with work, family life, and even normal daily activities like bathing, cooking, and cleaning.
But there are natural ways to pre
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Hidden Vertigo and Migraine Connection 

Vertigo and migraine both happen in the head. Aside from that, the traditional medical system has mostly ignored the connection between these two conditions.
And this is weird, since so many people suffering from one are also plagued by the other.
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Strange Sleep Apnea And Migraine Connection 

A new study presented at the Congress of the European Academy of Neurology 2017 in Amsterdam demonstrates that people who suffer from migraine are more likely than the general population to suffer sleep apnea.
But why is that? And what can you do 
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Peer Effects and Social Interactions of Crime - Banco Central de 

28 oct. 2015 - “El general Óscar Naranjo, comandante de la Policía, explica que los narcos se están matando entre ellos.
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Effects of social exclusion on emotions and ... - Semantic Scholar 

which may underlie the deficits in repairing broken cooperation. (King-Casas et al., 2008). There is recent evidence of an altered OT regulation in MDD: Salivary ...
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Antidiabetic and Antioxidant Effects of Hydroxytyrosol - AGRITEX sarl 

on plasma glucose (mg/dL) (A) and hepatic glycogen (mg/g) (B) in diabetic rats. Group C, normal control; CD, diabetic control; OL1 and OL2, diabetic ÑŽ oleuropein at 16 and 8 mg/kg b.w., respectively; HY1 and HY2, diabetic ÑŽ hydroxytyrosol at 16 an 
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Learning to Cure Vertigo and Migraine 

It’s not always enough just to tell people about how to look after their health. After all, by now, there can’t be many people who don’t know that eating the wrong foods and sitting around all day will hurt their health.
But knowing what to do and
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Effects of periodic flooding on the water chemistry and primary ... 

Effects of periodic flooding on the water chemistry and primary ...s3.amazonaws.com/.../effects%20of%20periodic%20floodi
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THE EFFECTS OF IMMIGRANT STATUS AND INCOME LEVEL ON ... 

in his current residence, whereas I interviewed Amparo in the Helpline office, within earshot of other Spanish-speakers.
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Nonlinear effects of group size on collective action and resource 

(We note that Olson used an unusual definition of â€œgroup sizeâ€�: the potential number of group members. Here we ... wide conservation program that aims to conserve and restore nat- ural forests through logging bans, ..... man and natural systems (
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Lasting Effects of Major Sporting Events - idrottsforum.org 

Dec 13, 2006 - Institute of Sport Science, Johannes Gutenberg-UniversitÃ¤t Mainz, Germany ..... source management, security, hospitality, service, etc.
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The Redistributive Effects of Financial Deregulation - IMF 

When financial institutions decide how much risk to take on, they trade off ..... role in allocating risk because it signals to bankers that there are extra returns.
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effects of accumulation air pollutants in forest 

We have many PDF Ebook and user guide is also associated with effects of accumulation air pollutants in forest ecosystem
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Welfare Effects of Financial Integration - CiteSeerX 

27.04.2007 - The present paper discusses different forms of financial integration across coun- .... Investors only care about consumption in period t = 2. ...... 13Information from the 1999, 2005 and January 2006 CDs has been pooled. 24 ...
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Are Your Headaches Actually TMJ 

Headaches can run the gamut from a minor nuisance to debilitating and disabling. Getting at the source of the headache can be no small task. But knowing that pain is always an indicator of a cause-effect relationship is a good place to start.
So w
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Food and Climate change: A review of the effects of climate change on ... 

5 The impact of food production, consumption and waste upon climate change . ..... limited evidence of the ways in which
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Effects of aging and physical activity on articular cartilage - Journal of 

*E-mail: [email protected]. Abstract. The overall aim of this literature review is, by making use of .... causing soci
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Digital Effects 

durch den Einsatz von 360-Grad-Fotos und emotionalen. Videos, um die Dimensionen des neuen FahrgeschÃ¤fts fÃ¼r die. Zielgruppe hautnah begreifbar zu ...
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Digital Effects 

Mit Hilfe der â€žDigital Effectsâ€œ wissen wir, was wirkt! Die kampagnenbegleitende Werbewirkungsanalyse aller relevanten. Wirkungsparameter zeigte uns den ...
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Digital Effects 

Kampagnenerfolg: Media Markt Partyzwerge. Im Dezember 2017 begann MediaMarkt mit ... MediaMarkt Lust auf Technik. > 860.000 Artikel-Views1 (Gesamt).
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Digital Effects 

Auf BILD.de erleben die Leser in einem 360-Grad-Video volle Action mit dem hÃ¤rtesten WM- ... Zander und gibt einen Vorgeschmack auf das Park-Erlebnis.
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Simple Diets Cure Migraine 

Scientists at the University of Cincinnati have just conducted a massive literature review of 180 studies to find connections between diet and migraine.
They published the results in two parts in the journal Headache: The Journal of Head and Face 
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Examination of egg white proteins and effects of high pressure on 

undergoing a conformational change where the reactive center loop is .... Lysozyme was the first protein to be sequenced
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Headaches, High Blood Pressure, and How to Eliminate Both 

High blood pressure is usually considered symptomless. That’s why it’s often called “the silent killer.” But there is one symptom often connected to high blood pressure:
Frequent headaches!
However, a new study from Johns Hopkins Hospital in Ba
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